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l. 
CHAPTER 
INTRODLC TI N 
Observations of the past six or seven years have 
signified that in institutional n sing the professional 
nurse is more directly implicated in administrative activities 
of ward management and indirect p tient care than she is with 
the actual direct care of patient • Paradoxically, the main 
purpose of her basic education wa to develop her skills in 
giving physical patient care. Sh learned that from this 
type of care she would derive a m jor portion of her job 
satisfaction as a graduate nurse. 
A patient expects a direct r lationship with the person 
who has been entrusted with his p 
mental nursing care. Yet, today, 
the physical care he receives is 
non-professional personnel. The 
gaged in the many activities of a 
essential to his welfare but whic 
emotional and 
enters a hospital 
requently administered by 
rofessional nurse is en-
indirect nature which are 
prevent her from having 
personal, direct contact with him in the traditional manner. 
Statement of the Problem 
This is a study of tl~ indir care given to patients 
by nursing personnel on two medic 1-surgical wards of the 
Union Hospital. 
2. 
The purpose of the study wa to examine the factor in a 
previous study in the Union Hosp"tal which concluded that 
39.1 per cent of all activities erformed by nursing per-
sonnel on the medical-surgical rds was in the category 
of indirect care. 
Justification of he Problem 
In 1955 the professional nu of the Union Hospital 
were interested in determining w at activities they per-
formed. Permiss ion was granted y the administration to 
conduct a study and funds were provided to employ a nurse 
with some experience in research for four days a week from 
November, 1955 to March, 1956. 
In the conclusions of the s dy it was stated: "It is 
felt that areas 13 and 14 
observations and a higher 
cipa ted, totaling 1280 out 
a greater number of 
ge than had been anti-
or 39.1 per cent of all 
observations and therefore would "ndicate further study." 1 
Scope and Limi ations 
The study was limited to a s·ngle general hospital of 
200 beds and was further limited o two medical-surgical 
111 Nursing Activities Study of tre Wards of the Union 
Hospital . 11 Unpublished repo t 1956. 
3. 
week, seven hours a day. The obs rvations were limited to 
a portion of ffihe daily functionin of the nursing members 
of the health team in the perform nee of indirect activities 
defined below. 
Since the director and assis ant director of nursing 
service and the medical-surgical upervisor comprised part 
of tre team of observers, this co stituted another limita-
tion. It would be valid to assum because the observers 
represented administrative au thor ty, that the performance 
of those observed followed more c osely the pattern of job 
functioning expected in the Hospital than was customary. 
No attempt was made in the s [ udy to evaluate the quality 
of the performance of the activit'es observed, rather, type 
and time only were noted. 
Definition o Terms 
To clarify the terminology ed in the study, these 
definitions are given: 
Indirect Care: 
Indirect care is defined s those activities for the 
care of patients which mu t be performed away from 
the beds ide of the pa tien , specifically, exchange of 
information about the pat ent with doctors, nurses, 
visitors and other hospit l personnel; paper work 
4. 
involving some specific a pect of care of the patient 
such as charting and orde ing X-rays; preparation and 
after-care of medications preparation and after-care 
of equipment used for pat·ent care; and duties of 
transit and messenger whi h involve some aspect of 
care for the patient but o t including the patient 
himself. 
Nursing Personnel : 
Nursing personnel is defi ed as the head nurse, 
graduate staff nurses, nu sing students and nurses ' 
aides. 
Preview of Ivie hodology 
The previous study done at U revealed the 
percentage of indirect activities performed by the nursing 
personnel and was categorized ace rding to the method 
published in the manual ·How to _S~t~~ 
Patient Unit .2 For the' sake of c 
Nursing Activities in a 
interest, the 
the same form which was devised for this s 
categories. 
The technique employed 
team of nursing perso~nel. 
2u.s. Dept. of Health, 
Nursing Resources . 
a Patient Unit. 
observations by a 
tivities of an indirect 
nd Welfare, Division of 
dy Nursing Act i vities in 
5. 
nature which were related to the are of the patient were 
recorded and timed in minutes and seconds. They were cate-
gorized under the headings: 
Exchange of information abou patients 
Paper Work 
Preparation and after-care o medications 
Preparation and after-care o equipment 
Transit and Messenger 
Sequence of Pr sentation 
Chapter II contains the fram work of the study with a 
review of the literature and the tatement of the hypothesis. 
Chapter III explains the met ods used, the forms devel-
oped and how the method was a p pli d. 
Chapter IV details the findi gs . 
Chapter V presents the summa y and lists conclusions and 
recommendations. 
6. 
CHAPTEH I 
REVIEVIi OF THE LI ERATURE 
In 1934, the first scientifi attempt to determine what 
the nurse was actually doing was ublished in a study entitled 
An Activity Analysis of Nursing b Blanche Pfefferkorn and 
E thel Johns.l This led to the de elopment of the Curriculum 
Guide2 which indicated criteria f r the minimmn education of 
the professional nt~se. 
With the development of soci 1 legislation, health in-
surance, a flourishing economy, W rld War II, expansion of 
female labor markets and the exte sion of health education 
nursing was catapulted into a mae strom. Demands for the 
services of nurses seemed to come fron1 all directions; t hey 
were required in larg e numbers in g eneral and psychiatric 
hospitals, in industry, in cormnun ties for home and public 
services, in the Armed Services, n Government agencies for 
the expansion of health services, in schools, college s and 
universities as teachers and, of urse, men wanted them for 
their wives and babies chose them for their mothers. It 
takes little imagination to reali e that nursing was unable 
lJohns, Ethel, and Pfefferkorn, B anche, nAn Activity Analysis 
of Nursing" . The Arne rican Jo rna 1 of Nursing 34: 1000-
1001, October ~4. 
2curriculum Guide: published by t e National League of 
Nursing Education, New York, 937. 
7. 
to meet the demands for its es. 
If this was happening to the nursing profession equal 
stress and strain was being place upon the medical pro-
fession. Naturally, certain dures previously considered 
the right of the doctor only were transferred to nursing. As 
would be expected nurses began to pass on duties of their 
11 own" to a group of non-professio al people. In the intro-
duct ion of her publication Nursilli· Service Research, Viola 
Brendenberg3 said: nThe ever inc easing number and compli-
city of nursing duties that have een turned over to the 
nurse by the doctor and the resul ant responsibilities for 
the professional nurse have made 1t necessary for hospitals 
to employ non-professional person e 1 for the routine and less 
skilled aspects of nursing care. Because of this, many 
problems have arisen". 
These changes in the role of the nurse and her duties 
developed after 1941. At their i ception the changes were 
thought to be temporary in nature and were a result of 
World War II. However, it soon b came apparent that nursing 
would not revert to its pre-war s atus. The pressure of 
duties in nursing captured the at ention of hospital ad-
ministrators when they became con erned about the quality of 
3Brendenberg, Viola C., Nursing S rvice Research, 
Introduction P .X. - - - -
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nursing care. The proper use of he nurse's time was 
questioned. In an article in whi h he proposed a method for 
measuring the quality of nursing are, Keith o. Taylor said: 
"The time summary may also be use in connection with the 
summary of special notes to indic te possible misuse of 
time, as in the case of charting t Hospital A where notes 
were found to be inadequate, alth ugh considerable amount 
of time was spent by the nurses i their prepara tion."4 
Although there was concern a out nursing service and the 
activities of the n1wse little wa done until the present 
decade. In 1950 Virginia Streete 5 reported a study at the 
University Hospitals of Cleveland on the "Reallocation of 
Nursing Activities." It was a ti e study to determine how 
the professional nurse spent her ani to ascertain if 
better patient care could result rom the reallocation of 
activities. One of the findings as tmt the professional 
nurse spent 26.3 per cent of her ime in non-professional 
activities. 
Organized development of stu increased, com-
missions were formed, grants and ifts for research were 
allocated. In 1952, in the State of New York the results of 
an excellent study were publisre d in a report called A Study 
4Taylor, Keith o., "Methods of Me suring the Quality of 
Nursing Care" Modern !fospital p. 54 April 1946. 
5stre eter, Virg inia, "Reallocatio 
American Journal of Nursi~. 
of Nursing Activities 11 • 
0: 102-.1.04, February 1950. 
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of Nursing Functions in Twelve Hospitals in the State of 
New York. 6 The purpose of this study was to determine the 
functions of the professional an practical nurse. The 
findings revealed that one-fourt of the professional and 
one-third of the non-professiona nursing activities were in 
non-nursing functions. The stud recommended that nurses 
should study their functions and that nursing time should 
be devoted to nursing functions. 
In 1953 the American Nurses ssociation awarded a g rant 
to the California State Nurses A sociation for a study on 
Nursing Practices in California ospitals. The findings of 
the New York stu dy were sub stan t 11Approxima tely 60% 
of the total time spent by nurse in all hospitals was given 
to performing direct patient car duties, in the major 
category of nursing care, medica ions, treatments, and pro-
cedures and special services. S aff nurses in both Northern 
and Southern California devoted round 20% of the time to 
non-direct patient care duties i equipment and supplies, 
clerical and administrative, hou ekeeping and messenger 
categories. 117 On e of ithe valuab e results of this study was 
the stimulation for further stud in the field of nursing 
functions. 
6A Study of Nu!sing Functions in Twelve Hospitals in the 
State of New York. Departme t of Nurse EducatiOn~chool 
of Education.~w York Univ rsity 1952 . p. 125. 
7Kroeger, Louis and Associates, ursin~ Practice in California 
Hospitals Unpublished Study, Decem er 1953. p-.-106. 
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The State of Washing ton stud reported this finding: 
"In studying records, reports and equisitions it was found 
that on an average among the three hospitals 23% of the time 
of the personnel was spent 
The State of Michigan 
resources For Bette r Nursing in 
ment was published: 11A typical 
area. 118 
of needs and 
in which this state-
for all these hospitals 
was that all nursing personnel to spent on the average 
less than an hour during the vation day in the presence 
of each patient of the unit. was divided among three 
groups as follows: professional raduate nurses 12 minutes, 
professional students 18 minutes, non-professional 18 minutes . 
As this time with patients was sp ead over the 12 hour day 
it is clear why the patient feels 
the nurse. tt9 This ~sa:me study poi 
hardly ever sees 
that the nurse is 
patients r e ceive but unquestioni acceptance of the tradi-
tional, all-embracing definition f nursing functions by 
nurses, doctors and hospital admi istrators alike has been 
the main reason why they have bee slow to analyze what nurses 
Swashington State Nurses Associat on. Report of Nursing 
Functions Study. 1954., p . 6 
9Division of Nursing Resources , 
Department of Public Health, 
For Better· Nursing in Michi 
blic Health Service. 
~ ducation and Welfare. 
1954. p. 82 . 
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are now doing and how their skills can be used best.ulO 
Interest in the study of nurs'ng activities had increased 
so much that in 1954 the Arr.erican ournal of Nursing was able 
to report on twenty completed stud'es.ll 
As a result of these studies ew concepts of assignment 
of nursing duties were developed. The most notable among 
studies have been published. Some universities have incor-
porated the team method as part of their basic curriculum. 
The need for continuing study of nursing functions and 
activities has not diminished. No clearly defined answers 
to the problem of the role of the rofessional nurse have 
been found. A thought provoking p ediction of the future 
role of the nurse has been formulated by Lyle Saunders: "rrhe 
gap between nurses and patients is likely to continue to 
widen; more and more, it is going to be the responsibility of 
professional nurses to see that the patient is nursed rather 
than do the nursing •..•..... For etter or worse , whether 
they lik e it or not, nurses, particularly graduates of 
university schools and those with special or advanced training 
are being drawn into positions that, Wholly or in large part, 
10Ibid., p. 31 . 
1111Twenty Studies of Nursing Func ion." American Journal of 
Nursing. 1954. pp . 1378-138 • 
12. 
require the performance of an adm nistrative function.n 12 
Statement of tl e Hypothesis 
The hypothesis of this study is: 
The head nurse and graduate taff nurse spend more 
time and perform more indirect ac ivities for patients than 
do nursing students and non-profe sional personnel. 
12saunders, Lyle, "The Changing R le of the Nurse." 
American Journal of Nursing. 54: September 1954. p.l097. 
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CHAPTER III 
Selection and Descr ption of the Sample 
The Union Hospital is a 200 ed non-profit general 
hospital providing medical , surgi al, obstetrical and 
pediatric facilities. Two medica -surgical wards were 
selected for the study. Ward C s a twenty bed female 
ward . It consisted of two open s ctions of eight beds each 
and a four bed semi-private acco 
corridor. In addition there were 
technically not counted in the ce 
twenty two patients accommodated 
There was only one toilet, one 
room with one bedpan flusher. 
the patient area and only one 
entire ward . 
odation across a public 
single emergency rooms 
although there were 
often than twenty. 
bined surgical and utility 
re was no running water in 
washing facility in the 
Ward E was a fourteen bed pr vate and semi-private medi-
cal-surgical ward. There were ht single rooms and t hree 
double rooms. Both male and fe'ma e patients over fourteen 
years of age occupied these acco odations. This ward con-
tained a centrally located modern surgical treatment room 
and a separate utility room, both equipped with handwashing 
facilities. There were two moder patient lavatories. No 
running water was available patiEnt's room. 
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Both wards were staffed by a ead nurse, graduate staff 
nurses, nursing students and nurse ' aides. Ward C had the 
services of a ward clerk for urs a day but Ward E had 
none. 
Tools Used to C llect Data 
This study retained classific tions used in the 1955 
study of activities which recorded observations under four 
headings : patient care, personnel unit management and 
personal. The grouping of patient care was divided into 
direct and indirect care. Categor es thirteen and fourteen 
were the basis for this study. Thy were categories concerned 
with the indirect care of the pati nt. Specifically defined 
category thirteen was exchang e of nformation about the 
patient which included: Exchangin verbal reports about the 
patient or patients with unit pers nnel, nursing service ad-
ministration, physicians, other ho pital departments, patients' 
families, friends and other intere ted persons or agencies. 
Activities observed and categorize under thirteen were: 
1 • . Giving and receiving reports a out patients and patient 
assignments. 
2. Giving and receiving informati n from physicians in person 
and by telephone. 
3. Any discussion regarding patie twith family, visitors , 
and nursing service administra ion personnel and instruc-
tors. 
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4. Telephone orders to and from other departments in the 
hospital regarding appointme ts, drugs, supplies or 
equipment for a specific pat 
The second category of indirect number fourteen, 
contained all other patient-cent red activities not in the 
presence of the patient and not nvolving an exchange of 
information about the patient. ecause of the broad scope 
of activities in this classifica number fourteen was 
subdivided into four groupings; work, medicine; 
preparation and after-care, equip ent, transit and mes-
senger. The detail of t he ications of activities 
under each heading fdllows: 
Paper Work: 
1. Charting on patients ' 
2. Preparation of Kardex 
and referral to them. 
ords . 
ms and medication cards 
3 . Checking doctors ' orders and writing out assignmen ts. 
4 . Preparation of requisiti ns for drugs, supplies, 
linen and appointments f r specific patients. 
Medicines, Preparation and A ter-Care. 
1. Identifying, rre asuring , ouring and preparing 
medications. 
2. Cleaning up medicine equ pment after afuninistration. 
3. Counting narcotics and b rbi tura tes. 
4. Checking supplies of patent medications. 
16. 
Equipment: 
1. Preparation and terminal care o f treatment trays 
and surgical equipment. 
2. Obtaining and discarding bath water and making beds 
without patients. 
3. Giving and emptying bedp ns. 
4. Obtaining and discarding drinking water and nourish-
ments . 
5. Setting up, serving to a d dismantling diet trays. 
Transit and Messenger: 
1. Errands for specific pat ents. 
2. Going to other departmen s for drugs, linen, equip-
ment and supp lies for sp cific patients. 
3. Going to other departmen s for patients . 
4 . Serving diet trays to pa ients and g oing from 
utility and surgical roo s to patient and returning 
to same from patient. 
A form having the heading s d scribed was prepared. 
This form is found in Appendix A. Observations were timed 
by a stop watch in minutes and se onds and were recorded 
from the time the activity began o its conclusion. 
Procurement o the Data 
A team of observers was sele ted to conduct the study. 
The team consisted of t he writer director of nursing 
service and assistant director of nursing service, the 
17. 
medical-surgical supervisor, the research assistant who had 
conducted the previous study and members of the senior class 
of nursing students. The students contributed observations 
as part of a project in their course in Principles of 
Administration . 
No specific time period for he total observations was 
determined. The observation were to be identical for 
both wards . The periods selected were 7 - 8 A. M. , 
8-9 A. M., 9-10 A . M., 10-11 A.M., 1-12 A.M., 1-2 P. M. and 
2-3 P . M. The 12-1 hour was omitt d because it was not 
feasible for the observers to fun tion during the lunch 
hour. It was decided to observe ach level of nursing 
personnel at least twice in the s me hour on the same days 
of the week. 
Observations of the head nur e do not necessarily 
coincide with the individual who ' eld the position but 
rather the person acting in the c pacity of head nurse at 
the time the observation was made 
Meetings were held by the di ector of nursing service 
with tl1.e personnel on each ward . 
were acquainted with the oonclusi 
and had been participants in the 
further study be initiated. All 
The professional nurses 
study 
roup who requested that 
ursir.g personnel on both 
wards had been involved in the pr vious study which had 
oriented them to stop-watch time servations. At these 
meetings it was agreed that the o servations of any one 
18. 
person would be limited to one h 
of less t han one half minute in 
at a time. Any activity 
would be ignored. 
All observations were confined to the areas previously 
described. The quality of perfo ance was of no consequence 
to this study. 
The team of observers planne 
s ch edule for the observations. 
a time and assign me n t 
ey agreed on descriptive 
notations for the sub-classificat·ons of each category. 
They met weekly to review completed and to plan 
for the following week . 
19. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESBNTATION A~~ ANA YSIS OF THE DATA 
This chapter presents the an lysis of the data secured 
by structured observation as desc ibed in Chapter III. All 
indirect care activities were obs rved, timed and categorized 
for each level of personnel. In his chapter the information 
secured has been summarized for e of the five categories 
for each level of personnel. totalling of the observa-
tions all time factors were round d off to the nearest whole 
minute and observations of less t an one-half minute were 
i g nored. 
The summary of the figures i presented in two ways. 
The first is as an average hourly percentage. The observa-
tions for each hourly period were added and averaged , then 
all observations in one classific tion were added toge ther, 
divided by the seven hour observa ion period and converted 
t o percentage. Secondly, in the ummary the averages were 
converted to minutes per hour. C nsequently, all figures 
represent the average percentage f each hour or the average 
number of minu tes each hour devot d to the specific activity 
of an indirect nature, by each le el of nursing personnel. 
The data has been summarized for each of the five major 
categories. 
The first category of data i Exchange of Information. 
20. 
This has been sub-divided into f ur parts: 
1. Giving and receiving 
patient assignrrents. 
2. Giving and receiving 
physician in person and 
orts about patients and 
r ma tion from the 
y telephone. 
3. Discussing the patient w·th family, visitors, 
nursing service administ ation personnel and 
instructors. 
4 . Telephone orders 
the patient. 
departments regarding 
All observations for each c ssification of personnel 
during the seven hour observation period were allocated to 
one of t h e four divisions, the ti ' e totalled and averag ed. 
Table I presents the ave rag e hou r y percentages. 
The head nurse fLmctioned fr 
times more frequently in the exc 
than d id any othe r personnel. 
nurse and the nursir:g student 
amount of time in this categ ory, 
one and one-half to three 
information categ ory 
the g raduate staff 
t almost the identical 
on Ward E t he g raduate 
staff nurse spent almost twice as much time in this category 
as did t he student. It is signif cant that in both wards 
only 6.2 per cent of each hour, w s devoted to exchange of 
information about the patient by he g raduate staff nurse. 
The nearly complete absence f activity by the nursing 
student in all classifications ex e p t g iving and receiving 
reports about patients and patien assignments indicated a 
----
Average Hourly 
the Category 
1. 2. 
Giving & Giving & 
receiving receiving 
21. 
TABLE 
3. 
Discus 
patie 
reports on information with 
patients & from Drs. & visito 
assignments personnel et al. 
' 
I 
Ward c E i c i E c 
i 
~~=--~~-=:==- · ·~ 
-·. -~= ---~ 
HN 8.7 7.4 3.3 1.8 1.8 
GN 4.9 6.9 0.2 o.o o.o 
NS 5.7 4.8 o.o o.o o.o 
NA 2.4 0.7 o.o o.o o.o 
of Time Spent in 
of Information 
4. 
sing Telephone 
t orders to 
a mily other de- Totals 
rs partrnents 
--- - - ----
E c l E c E 
.2 0.7 1.2 14 .9 11.6 
.o 0.2 0.2 5.3 7.1 
.5 o.o o.o 5.7 4 .8 
.o o.o o.o 2.4 0.7 
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lack of participation in total pa ient care. 
Since the nurses' aide was r sponsible for a considerable 
amount of bodily patient care it as difficult to understand 
how she could carry out her acti ities without more dis-
cussion about the patient. The a most total absence of 
functioning in this categorywoul lead one to assume that 
her duties were very routine in n ture. 
Figure one presents a cleare picture of the functioning 
of the four levels of personnel o each ward in each of the 
four classifications of tre categ ry of exchange of informa-
tion. 
Paper work oomprised the sec nd major category which 
was sub-divided int ·o: 
1. Charting on the patie t 1 s record 
2. Preparation of Kardex forms, medication cards 
and referral to them. 
3. · checking cbctors 1 ord rs and writing out assign-
ments. 
4. Preparation of requis"tions for drugs, linen and 
supplies for specific patients and writing out 
the ward report on pa ients. 
The interesting distribution of time spent in these 
classifications is shown in Table II. The fact that Ward C 
had one-third more patients than ~ard E probably accounted 
for the larger percentag e of time devoted to paper work by 
Per Cent 
30 
20 
10 
0 
c 
Average Hourly Percentag of Time Spent in the 
Category of Exchange of Information 
E D Head Nurse 
~ Graduate Staff 
l?2J Nursing Student 
I~ I Nurses' Aide 
Nurse 
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TABLE II 
Average Hourly Percenta e of Time Spent in 
the Category of P per Work 
Charting on Preparation Chec ing Preparation 
patients' of Kardex Drs. orders of requisi-
records forms, med . and riting tions and Totals 
cards and assi nments ward 
referral to reports 
them 
Ward c E c E c E c E c E 
HN 4.3 8.6 7.6 10.0 ' 1.2 1.4 7.1 ! 9.5 120.2 29.5 
GN , 2.6 3.6 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.2 0.7 0.2 5.7 4.7 
NS 11.1 4 . 9 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.5 o.o o.o 12.0 5.9 
N..li I 0 o 7 I o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 0.5 1.2 0.5 
25. 
the graduate staff nurse, nursing student and nurses' aide. 
This appeared to be contradicted n the head nurse category. 
However , the services of a ward c erk were available two hours 
a day on Ward C and it was noted y the observers that the 
clerk perforrned many functions in this category of paper work 
which were carried out by the hea nurse on Ward E . The 
large percentage of time, 8 .6 per cent, spent by the head 
nurse on WardE charting on patie ts' records was due to 
the graphing of temperatures, a f ction performed by the 
clerk on Ward c . The head nurse the functions of 
keeping Kardex forms and the prep of requisitions and 
ward reports which resulted in th discrepancy between the 
head nurse and g raduate staff nur e percentages in the 
classification of preparation of ardex forms. 
On Ward C 12 per cent of the nursing students' time 
each hour was spent in paper work as oompared with 5.9 per 
cent on Wa rd E . This might have een due to the fact that 
the nursing students observed on ard C were freshmen and on 
Ward E , seniors. The major porti n of the time on both wards 
was devoted to charting on the pa ients 1 record. The nurses' 
aide had little or no responsibil ty in the area of paper 
work according to the results of he tabulation of the data . 
The re gligible time factor i subdivision three, 
checking doctors' orders and writ n g out assignments, was 
misleading as a large part of thi function was comb ined 
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with the Kardex checking. Freque tly, the elapsed time 
devoted to referring to the docto s 1 orders was less than 
one-half minute for each observat·on and therefore, was 
ignored. 
The summary of this category revealed that on Ward C 
one-fifth of the head nurse 1 s tat 1 hourly time was spent 
in the area of paper work , 
Ward E three-tenths of her total 
distribution did not extend to th 
t patient care, am on 
ourly time. However, this 
graduate staff nurse 
whose hourly average was only one twentieth of her total 
hourly time. The nursing student spent one-tenth of her 
total hourly time in paper work. Based on this data the 
head nurses spent an averag e of t o hours a day, the graduate 
staff nurses, twenty-four minutes and the nursing students 
forty-eight y of paper work. 
Figure two shows the prono ced differences of 
functioning in this category. 
The third category of a cti viti es studied was medications 
which was divided into four classifications: 
1. Identifying , measuring , pouring and preparation of 
medications. 
2. Cleaning up equiptrent a ter administration. 
3. Counting narcotics and arbiturates. 
4. Checking supplies of pa ients 1 medications . 
From the data obtained hour observation 
periods , medications played a s 11 part in the ftmctioning 
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FIGURE 2. 
Averag e Hourly Percenta e of Time Spent in 
the Category of Paper Work 
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of the nurse between the hours of 7 A.M. to 3 P . Ivl . On Ward c 
only 5 per cent of the combined t~me of all levels of nursing 
perso~~el excluding the nurses' a~de was devoted to this 
category. On WardE the total wa 7.2 per cent. The ob-
servers noted that many medicatio s were prepared but the 
time necessary for preparation wa negligible. This category 
would present a different result n a twenty-four hour ob-
servation period because many med cations were scheduled for 
twelve noon and 4 P. M., neither ours included in these 
observations. 
The differences noted in the counting of narcotics and 
barbiturates were due to tre fact hat on Ward E the counting 
was a fUnction performed after 3 while on Ward C it 
was perfonaed between 2 and 3 P. 
The nurses' aide did not in this category which 
was ronsistent with her duties at the Union Hospital. 
Table III and Figure three s how little ~ime was con-
sumed in the category of medicati for the head nurse, 
graduate staff nurse and nursing 
The fourth major category st equipment which had 
the following five sub-divisions: 
1. Preparation and tenninal care of treatment trays 
and surgical equipment . 
2. Obtaining and discarding bath water and making beds 
without patients. 
3. Giving a.nd emptying bedp rs • 
Ward · 
HN 
GN 
NS 
NA 
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'rABLE II 
Average Hourly Percentage of Time Spent in the 
Category of Medi ations 
1. 2 . 4. 
Identifying, Cleaning ting Che eking 
measuring, up equip. otics Supplies & Totals 
pouring and < after admih- bar- medica-
preparation istration rates tions 
of medica-
tiorn 
c E c E c E c ,E c E 
. ..--- ---·- --
1.2 0.5 o.o o.o 3.1 o.o I 2.6 ; o.o 6.9 ; 0.5 
I 
1 . 9 4.3 o.o 2.1 1.9 o.o 0.7 0 . 5 4.5 6.9 
1.9 2 . 4 0.2 0.2 o.o o.o o.o 0 . 2 2.1 2.8 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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FIGU 3. 
Averag e Hourly Perce' tag e of' Time Spent in 
the Ca tegor of' Medications 
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4. Obta ining and discarding drink ing water and 
nourishments . 
5. Setting up, serving to dismantling diet trays. 
This ca t egory proved to be t e most difficult to observe 
with accuracy becau se of the inte - relationship of the func-
tions, and the numerous interrupt "ons that occurred in the 
performance of the individual act "vity . 
The most striking difference in activit.y perforrrance 
occurr ed at the h ead nurse level. It was noted that in the 
category of medi cations on Ward C the head nurse s pent an 
averag e of 6.9 per cent of her ti e while on Ward E she 
spent only . 5 per cent . In the a r ea of equipment on Ward C 
the head nurs e spent only 2.1 per cent of her averag e hourly 
time in equipment functions while n Ward E she spent 12 .9 
per cent . The analysis in Table shows that 8 . 6 per cent 
of the latter was in relation to s rving diet trays and 3 . 7 
per cent was concerned with treatm nt tray s and surgical 
equiprnen t . The breakdown of the 2 . per cent figure for 
Ward C revealed that it was entire in relation to serving 
diet trays . Since these fig ures a r e averag e hourly per-
centag es the significance of t he t me factor was clearer 
when taken from the orig inal data hich showed the distribu-
tion during the two meal times , 7- A . M. and 11-12 A . M. 
In these fi gures up to 55 per cent of an hour was spent by 
the head nurse on Ward E in a diet r y function . 
Ward 
HN 
GN 
NS 
NA 
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TAB LE IV 
Average Hourly Percenta e of Time Spent in 
the Category o Equipment 
2. 3. 4. 5. 
& Obtaining Giving & btaining Setting 
terminal and dis- emptyir.g dis- up,serv-
care of carding bedpans ardir.g ing,dis - Totals 
trays & bath water rinkirg mantling 
s u rgical & making yvater & diet 
equip . beds with- ourish- trays in 
out patient lents kitchen 
---·- · 
c E c : E c "P c I E c I E c E ; .w I 
I 
I ! I I i o.o 3.7 t o.o i o.o i 0.0 ! o.o o .o ; 0.6 . 2 . 1 !8 . 6 2.1 ; 12 . 9 
i l ' ' 
: 0.2 
I 
, 10 0 7 I 23 .o ! 3 . 8 ·5 .2 . 5.9 2 . 1 0.2 0 .5 : o.l ·l2 . 6 18 . 3 
I 
I 
5 .9 5.2 3.5 3 . 9 1.4 : 1 .2 i O .o ! o.o ' 6 . 6 5.2 . 17 . 4 : 15 . 5 
i 
1 1 
I 
i 
12 . 4 i 1.2 19.3 20. 2 0,2 ' 0. 5 9 : 0.9 \ 3.6 5.9 \ 27.4 1 28 . 6 I I 
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The functioning of the other hree levels of nursing 
personnel in the category of equip ent was very similar. 
There were no striking differences In the area of diets 
they performed about the same on b th wards. It is noticeable 
that the graduate staff nurse func lwioned more than the nursing 
student or nurses• aide in this cat egory which would indicate 
that the dietary serving activity I n this hospital on these 
two wards was considered to be a p rt of the graduate staff 
nurse's duties. 
The analysis of the other cla sifications of this 
category showed that an insignific nt amount of time was 
spent giving a..n.d emptying bedpans nd obtaining and discarding 
drinking water and nourishments. he common empba. sis placed 
upon the bedpan functions of the stitutional nurse V\Ould 
seem to be exaggerated in the light of these findings. 
The subdivision of obtaining nd discarding bath water 
of the greatest functioning nurses' aide. The head 
nurse, consistent with the Union H spital policy, did not 
function in this area of administration of hyg ienic care . 
While the g raduate staff nurse and nursing student 
f~nctioned from 3 to 6 per cent i this classification, the 
nurses' aide functioned at 19.3 p r cent on Ward C and 20.2 
per cent on Ward E . The two majo activities of the graduate 
staff nurse and nursing student w re serving diet tray s and 
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preparation of treatment trays and surgical equipment. 
In the classification ning and dis carding bath 
water and making beds with the pat· en t out side the unit, tre 
physical facilities played a large part. Since there was no 
running water available in any pat·ent unit, it was necessary 
to tra vel to a central point on th war•d which ne cess ita ted 
taking the nurse or aide away from the patient at frequent 
intervals • 
F'igure four presents a graphi picture of the functioning 
in this category. 
The fina l category observed w s transit and messenger 
which included four sub-divisions: 
1. Errands for specific pati nts. 
2. Going to other department for drugs, linen, equip-
ment and supplies for spe ific patients. 
3. Going to other department for patients. 
4 . Serving diet trays to patJents and returning them to 
kitchen and going from ut lity and surgical rooms to 
patient and r e turning . 
The total functio n i ng of the our levels of personnel was 
twice as much for this categ ory on Ward E as ·on Ward C, as 
seen in Table v. The nursing stud nt and the nurses' aide 
we re the ones who did the errands. Specific patient errands 
were more frequent on Ward E . Thi was due to two factors, 
the t ype of patient and the remote ess of the ward from the 
central core of the hospital. Aga n, it was noted that the 
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TABLE 
Average Hourly Percentage of Time Spent in the 
Category of Trans l and Messenger 
-~ 1. 2. 3. 4. 
Errands for Going to Goi to Serving 
s pecific · other depts. othe depts. trays, to 
patients for drugs, for and from Totals 
linens,etc. pati nts surg .and 
utility 
rooms to 
patient 
Ward i c · E c E c E c i E c E I 
! 
·- -- - - -· I 
HN o.o 0.5 o.o 0.5 o.o .o 0.2 ,0.5 0.2 ' 1.5 
GN 0.0 0.5 o.o 1.0 o.o .o 0.5 :o.o 0.5 1.5 
I 
NS 0.2 4.7 0.5 1.4 o.o .o 1.4 . 2.1 2.1 . 5.2 
I 
NA 0.5 0.7 4 .7 [ 3 .5 0.5 .o 1.2 0.2 3.9 4 . 4 
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need to go to other departments f supplies and equipment 
was three times as frequent on Wa E as Ward C. This might 
appear to indicate a lack of orga ization on the former but 
that was not .the case. It was bee use more stock medications 
were or de red for ward patients an more individual chargeabJe 
items for private patients. 
The small percentage of time allotted to this category 
indicated that the general organizlation of the hospital 
activities was designed to permit the nursing personnel to 
remain on the ward. When this category of transit and 
messenger is studied, it should be remembered that there 
were more oo cas ions to leave the v ard than appeared on the 
surface but they required accompa ing the patient, a direct 
and not indirect activity, so were not pertinent to this 
study. 
The graphic presentation of transit and messenger 
functions is in Figure five. 
When the five categories were summarized for each level 
of personnel the results were str king, Table VI . The average 
hourly percentage of time indirect p3. tient care was 
much greater for the head n any other personnel . 
There was a difference of cent between the head 
nurses of the two wards. As sho in Figure six paper work 
and equipment ( dietary functions s previously described) 
accounted for the major portion o the time . The time 
devoted to the area of exchange of information was only 14.9 
:36!. 
FIGURE 5 
Averag e Hourly Percentag of Time Spent in 
the Category of Trans t and Messenger 
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FIGURE 
Percentage of Time Devoted to In , irect Care in Five Categories 
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TABLE V I 
Average Minutes pe hour Spent in 
Ind irect Pati nt Care 
-------·--
- -- - --
II III IV v 
Paper Medica- Transit 
Work tions and Mes-
senger 
Totals 
·- - ----- - ··- ·-··- -------· 
c E c E c E c E c E c E 
- -- -- ·-·---·--
8.9 7.0 12.1 17.5 4.1 0.3 1. 7.7 0.1 0.9 26 . 5 3:3 . ~ 
3.2 4.3 3.7 2.8 2.7 4 . 1 14 . 11.0 0.3 0.9 24 . 1 23.1 
3 . 7 2.9 7.2 3.9 1.3 1.7 10. 9 . 3 1.3 3 . 1 23.9 20.9 
1.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 o.o o.o 16. 17 . 2 2.3 2.6 20.8 20.5 
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per cent on Ward 0 and 11.6 per ce t on Ward E . This area 
represented verbal communication r garding the patient. 
Figure six shows that on Ward 
per cent of her total average 
indirect patient care while on War 
of her time in these activities. 
ingful when reduced to minutes as 
it was revealed that on Ward 0 
averag e of 26.5 minutes of 
indirect nature which were 
head nurse spent 44.3 
y time in activities of 
E she spent 56 per cent 
he figures were more mean-
hewn in Table VII. Here 
head nurse spent an 
r in activities of an 
y for the total care of 
the patient while on Ward E she spent 33 .4 minutes in these 
functions. 
The g raduate staff nurse acti iti es of both wards were 
almost identical in all areas. average hourly 
percentage of all categories was 39.6 per cent on Ward 0 and 
38.5 per cent on Ward E. Reduced to minutes this represented 
24.1 minutes each hour on Ward 0 d 23.1 minutes on Ward E . 
The major portion of this time was spent in the area of equip-
ment on both wards, 23.6 per cent on Ward 0 and 18.3 per cent 
on Ward E . The balance of activi ies was about equally 
divided among the categories of e change of information, paper 
work and medications . In the are of exchange of information 
representing v~~bal communication about the patient the 
graduate staff nurse spent only a average of 3.2 minutes 
per hour on Ward 0 and 4.3 minute on Ward E . 
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The indirect activities nursing student were 
similar for both wards. The average hourly percentage 
was 39.3 on Ward C and 34.2 on War E. Reduced to minutes 
this represented 23 . 9 minutes on W rd C and 20.9 minutes on 
Ward E . The area of the greatest moQ~t of activity was 
equipment, 17.4 per cent on Ward C and 15.5 per cent on 
Ward E . Twice as much time was devoted to paper work on 
Ward C than Ward E as previously In the area of 
exchange of information students 
hour and on E 2. 9 minutes . Less 
spent 3.7 minutes per 
two minutes of each 
hour was devoted to the preparati n of medications. 
In the nurses' aide summary he total figures were al-
most identical to those of the gr dua te staff nurse and the 
nursing student. On Ward C 34.9 er cent of each hour was 
devoted to indirect patient care. These figures represented 
20.8 minutes per hour on C and 20 5 minutes on E . However, 
in the analysis of these activi ti s it was disclosed that 
three-fourths of this time was sp nt in the classification 
of equipment . Next in frequency f performance were activi-
ties in the area of transit and m ssenger. Only 1.4 minutes 
per hour on Ward C and .4 minutes on Ward E were devoted to 
the exchange of information categ ry. 
The summary of the five ories for each level of 
personnel disclosed that the hea spent mare time in 
indirect care than did the other three levels of personnel. 
The functioning of the g raduate st ff nurse, nursing student 
and 
of 
nurses' aide was almost identi[ al in total hourly averages 
time devoted to indirect care. 
When the observations were re iewed by category as in 
Figure seven, the results showed t at the category of equip-
ment contained the largest percent g e of time of the combined 
personnel, almost twice as much as any other category. The 
area of paper work contained xt largest percentage 
followed closely by exchange of in ormation. The areas of 
medications and transit and messen er were almost equivalent, 
each containing about 10 per cent f the total time devoted 
to i n direct care. 
The study of indirect care to patients on two medical-
surgical wards of the Union Hospit 1 disclosed that the com-
bined nursing personnel spent an a erage of 23 to 24 minutes 
o f each hour in activities essenti 1 for total patient care 
which were performed away from the bedside. Therefore, 
slightly more than one third of total on-duty time of all 
nursing personnel was allocated to these activities. The 1955 
study had indicated that 39.1% of 11 activities performed by 
nursing personnel were of an indir ct nature. 
The distribution of the activ ties varied in relation to 
the category and time percentag es t the four l eve ls of 
personnel. The head nurs e whose a erage hourly percentag e 
was highest performed most l y in the area of paper 
work followed by exchange of infor ation, equipment, medica-
~ 
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tions and transit and messenger. 
whose average hourly percentage wa 
but equivalent to the nursing 
formed most frequently in the 
by exchange of information, paper 
transit and messenger. 
The order of frequency 
he graduate staff nurse 
less than the head nurse 
nurses' aide per-
equipment followed 
ork, medications and 
ormance for the nursing 
student was equipment, paper work, exchange of information, 
transit and messenger and medica ti 
The major portion of the nurs time was devoted to 
equipment followed by transit and essenger, exchange of in-
formation and paper work. She did not function in the category 
of medications. 
Further study of the category of equipment which con-
tained the greatest time percentag for the graduate staff 
nurse, nursing student and nurses' revealed that the 
activities performed differed mark The area of most 
frequent performance by the gradua e staff nurse was in the 
dietary function; of the nursing s udent, an equivalent dis-
tribution between dietary and the reparation and terminal 
care of surgical equipment; and of the nurses' aide, in ob-
taining and discarding bath water nd making beds without 
patients. 
The findings of the study sup the hypothesis that to-
gether the head nurse and graduate nurse spent more time 
in indirect care than did the nurs ng student and nurses' aide. 
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These combined fig~~es were 41.9% n Ward C and 47.2% on 
WardE , for the head nurse and gra uate staff nurse, and 
37.1% on Ward C and 34.2% on Ward • for the nursing student 
and nurses' aide. However, as has emphasized through-
out the study the average hourly p rcentage of time devoted 
to the indirect care of patients w s much greater by the 
head nurse than any o~~er classifi of personnel. 
Actually, the graduate staff nurse the same average 
hourly percentage of time in indir ct care as the nursing 
student and nurses' aide. 
The impact of having the serv ces of a ward clerk even 
for such a limited period as two h urs a day was clearly 
demonstrated in the average hourly percentages of time devoted 
to paper work by tre head nurse . 
one third more patients than Ward 
was spent in activities of 
lthough Ward C accommodated 
9 . 3% less time per hour 
rk. 
The two most striking results of the analysis of the 
data were related tlo the categories of exchange of information 
and medications. In the forme~ thr percentages were very 
small for all personnel except the head nurse. It ·was 
difficult to comprehend how effect ve total patient care 
could be achieved without more ver al communication by the 
personnel. In the area of prepara ion of medications there 
was an unexpected result in the ve y insignificant portion 
of time devoted ·cto activities in th s area . Some of the 
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cause s have been noted, time sche uling of drug doses and 
modern drug packaging. c tor was that each nurse 
observed wa s responsible for the edications of only three 
to six patients so the fi gures di not represent the 
medication needs for the entire ~ nsus of each ward . 
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v 
SLnviMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND . RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUTvliVIA R 
This study was conducted in 200 bed general hospital 
by a team of observers to ascerta n what nursing personnel 
did for patients when away from bedside and how long it 
took to perform the activities. he data collected was con-
fined to observations of indirect care to patients performed 
by four levels of nursing personn 1, the head nurse, graduate 
staff nurse, nursing student and urses' aide on two medical-
surgical wards. 
Observations were recorded i minutes and seconds under 
five headings: exchang e of infor ation about patients, paper 
work, preparation and after-care f rredications, preparation 
and aftercare of equipment and tr nsit and messenger. 
The data revealed that in th two wards the nursing 
personnel spent approximately 33 cent of their total time 
on duty in these activities. The hypothesis stated that the 
head nurse and graduate staff nur e spend more time and per-
form more indirect activities for the patient than do nursing 
students and non-professional per The findings 
revealed that the head nurse perf rmed more activities and 
spent more time in the total area of indirect care than any 
other nursing personnel. The gra uate staff nurse, nursing 
50 
student and nurses' aides percent ges in the total area were 
almost equivalent. 
The data further S:lowed that the highest percentage of 
time was spent by the combined pe sonnel in the area of 
equipment while paper work was s e highest. The smallest 
percentag e of time was in the are of medications and transit 
and messenger . 
1. That in the observations
0
:::: ~:0:shis study more than one 
third of every h our of all lev~ ls of nursing personnel was 
devoted to functions of indire t care. 
2. That the time spent by the hea nurse in the areas of paper 
work and equipment was h. On Ward C the time 
spent by the head nurse in the category of paper work was 
reduced by the use of a ward c erk. 
3 . That t he distribution of time ercentages between 
categories was different for t~e graduate staff nurse, 
nursing student and nurses' ai 
percentage of time spent by 
That the average hourly 
three levels of per-
sonnel in the exchange of info r~tion about the patient 
was very small. 
4. That the time devoted to medic was a small portion 
of the total time of the head graduate staff nurse 
and nursing student. The nurses' aide spent no time in 
the area of medications. 
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5. That the head nurse and g radu te staff nurse spent the 
largest percentage of time in the dietary function which 
was included in t h e equipment category. 
6. That the time spent by the nu ses' aide in the area of 
obtaining and discarding bath water and making beds 
without pati ents in the categ ry of equipment was con-
sistent with her functions . 
7. That the wards were organized so that little time was 
spent in the area of transit and messeng er. The time 
spent in this category was by the nursing student and 
nurses ' aide. 
8. That there was of amount of time 
in the ave rage all categories of 
the graduate staff nurse and the nursing student. 
1. That future studies establish a 
2. 
3. 
separate category for dietary nc tions. 
That treadministration oonsi de the reallocation of 
activities of paper work by thr head nurse to ward clerks. 
That tre administration consid r the reallocation of 
dietary functions t o t h e dieta y department. 
4 . That t he administration r modernizing the physical 
facilities of t he wards ide running water in 
patient areas. 
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5. That further study be made t h e exchange of information 
category. 
6. That there should be further the categories of 
equipment and paper work to 
the activities performed 
whether or not 
sing functions • 
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